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Topics for Today

• Parisa’s presentation

• Contextualizing Friday’s papers

• Background for Friday’s papers

• New method: ablation studies

• Things to reflect on for this week’s reviews and presentations



Context



Remember this diagram…
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Remember this diagram…

DiscoverCollect Clean Transform

Snorkle
DeepDive

MetroMaps



Background: DAWN 
project

Goal: “To empower domain experts who 

are not ML experts”

Achieved through many initiatives

Our focus: Developing new interfaces that

a. Make model specification easier

b. Explain results to humans

c. Make debugging easier

d. Make improving data quality easier









Questions?



SGD and infinite data
Stochastic    randomly

Gradient      follow the derivative

Descent       toward the minimum

See Andrew Ng’s videos for details



SGD and infinite data
SGD powers all modern machine 

learning…

… especially deep learning …

Idea: more data is better



SGD and infinite data
But how to get more data?

Better question:

How to get more quality data?

Gold standard:

Quality labelled data

• Expensive

• DeepDive + Snorkle



Questions?



Datalog

Snorkle/DeepDive interfaces include Datalog

• A domain-specific language (DSL) for logic programming

• Declaratively write out facts and relations

• Can then query this set of rules



Datalog Example
This is the CEMS CS major pre-req chart

(It is out of date)

We can express with datalog:

Required(“CS50”)

Prereq(“CS121”, “CS222”)

IsNot(Standing(student), “graduate”) :-

HasPermission(student, “CS352”)

?- CanTake(student, “CS204”)

?- CanTake(student)



Questions?



Some prior work





Why bring this up?
• DAWN project’s version of this is for business

• For them, explanation/discovery == business analytics

• Exercise: think about what you could do with these tools for general knowledge

• MetroMaps an example of general knowledge extraction in this context

• Similar in effort to other methods, e.g. topic models

• Big DARPA project (FUSE)

• DAWN also influenced by a big DARPA project

• Discuss/reflect: funding <-> project choices



Questions?
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Background



Reminder: ETL

Snorkle/DeepDive as an alternative to traditional ETL

Extract

Transform 

Load

Often partially loaded 
in DBs 
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Generative vs. Discriminative Models
Suppose we want to predict class C from features X1, X2, and X3.

All classifiers learn P(C | X1, X2, X3)

Generative:

Learn the “whole story”

A generative model learns the probability distribution P(C, X1, X2, X3)

P(C | X1, X2, X3) can be derived 

Requires labelled data to get P( X1, X2, X3 | C) à Use Bayes’ rule

Pros: few parameters, fast, 
robust if correct

Cons: lots of assumptions



Generative vs. Discriminative Models
Suppose we want to predict class C from features X1, X2, and X3.

All classifiers learn P(C | X1, X2, X3)

Discriminative:

Only learns what’s necessary: P(C | X1, X2, X3)

Requires labelled data to minimize error

Pros: few assumptions, lower 
barrier-to-entry

Cons: may not generalize, 
data-hungry



Examples of Generative vs. Discriminative Models

Generative Discriminitive

Naïve Bayes Classifier Classic Deep Neural Networks

Hidden Markov Models Regression

Latent Dirichlet Allocation 
(a kind of topic model)

Conditional Random Fields

Gaussian Mixture Models Random Forests Pairing not 
semantic



What is a latent variable?

Simple answer: 

a variable whose values are not/cannot be observed

X1 X2 X3

C



More interesting example

W1

POS

W2

POS POS

W3
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Ablation Studies



Ablation study: a method we haven’t seen before!
We have not previously talked about ablation studies

Idea:

You’ve designed a solution that performs better. Yay!

But that solution is complex. Which parts really contributed to the improved performance?

Run a kind of experiment (control is the complete solution; treatment is removing one part)

Very common in complex machine learning, especially deep learning.



Ablation study: what it can tell us

Only tests whether a feature independently does not contribute to the final performance

X1 X2 X3 X4 X5

Psolution > PSOTA



Ablation study: what it can tell us

Only tests whether a feature independently does not contribute to the final performance

X2 X3 X4 X5

Remove or replace with 
an appropriate 

substitute

X1



Ablation study: what it can tell us

Only tests whether a feature independently does not contribute to the final performance

X2 X3 X4 X5

Psolution/x1≈ PsolutionX1 had no effect



Ablation study: what it can tell us

Only tests whether a feature independently does not contribute to the final performance

X2 X3 X4 X5X1

Psolution/x2< PsolutionX2 had an effect!

Continue for X3, X4, X5

Assume you find all but X1 had an effect.



Ablation study: what it can tell us

Only tests whether a feature independently does not contribute to the final performance

X2 X3 X4 X5X1

But what if certain parts/features only have an effect when they 
are together?

Can’t detect this!



Ablation study: what it can tell us

Only tests whether a feature independently does not contribute to the final performance

X2 X3 X4 X5X1

But what if certain parts/features only have an effect when they 
are together?

Can’t detect this!

This is what we mean by 
“independently does not 

contribute”



Ablation study: example
Domain: classifying Wikipedia pages as 

literary or not

To left of Full Model:

important features that contribute to 

performance

To the right of Full Model:

Probably just randomness

Definitely possible to do better without!
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Things to think about



As you read…

DeepDive vs. Snorkle

• What’s new?

• Which was published first?

• Following the citations: how many papers are by the same authors?

What is the ethical obligation of the annotator? Do you think human-in-the-loop 

solutions are a viable antidote to uncontrolled machine learning applications? 


